Introduction of Dr. Jeetendra Adhia (MD)

http://youtu.be/3gHck9NUM3U

This Mind Power Workshop's cost is Rs.8000-10,000 but with effort of SAL Management, this will cost you less than Rs.1500 depending on total number of registration.

Tentative date would be 14-15 March but exact date and venue will be published here as and when decided.

This will improve effectiveness in study, career, social life and increase Self-Confidence.

For online Registration use following link: http://goo.gl/forms/HAE6LjmgIT
You may contact to your HOD.

2 Days Mind Power Workshop

Events happen first in the mind before they happen in the external world

THE AUTHOR OF INDIA'S BEST SELLING BOOK “SPRING OF INSPIRATION”

That has brought about positive change in the lives of people for over 24 years!

This will improve effectiveness in study, career, social life and increase self-confidence

By Dr. Jeetendra Adhia MD (Mind Coach)

For detail / Registration Visit: www.sal.edu.in
Contact: Nayana Gandhi + 91 94286 01192

IMPROVE SUCCESS RATE, HAPPINESS, WEALTH, PEACE OF MIND AND SPIRITUALITY
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